Morse Preschool Newsletter
It finally feels like Spring has arrived, but we know that in New
England you can blink your eyes and the weather changes. Our children
have been very, very, excited to be going outside twice a day to
stretch their minds and muscles. We have included details about the
upcoming month, and the very busy schedule.

Curriculum

This month we are continuing to explore different emotions and
feelings, and children are starting to understand more complex ideas.
For example, crying does not only mean one is sad but it can also mean
one is mad, or that when it is your birthday, you are not just happy but
excited. We are very happy to hear these thoughts coming from
children when we discuss these topics during circle. We will continue
to explore other feelings to help children express themselves and
understand their friends’ when they are feeling a certain kind of way.
As we are beginning to experience the Spring, we have begun to chart
the weather everyday so children can see through visuals the variety
of weather patterns during this season. Another topic children have
shown curiosity about are bugs & insects, which we will have an
opportunity to explore first-hand in our weekly walks to the Charles
River and visits to the Morse City Sprout Garden.

We are also exploring more about ourselves by identifying physical
characteristics of how we are alike and different from each other. We
wish to compare the topic of ourselves to how plants grow. Plants need
a gardener to grow strong and healthy just as we have our family to
take care of us. At the same time exploring what plants need to grow
(water, soil, and sun) just as we need food and love to grow.
We are very excited to explore and celebrate our heritage as we learn
about Folktales from around the world and make our own compilation of
tales. We believe that it is very important to have all of our children
represented in the classroom in order to build self-esteem and we have
we have found a couple of Folktales that represent some of the
cultures in our classroom, please feel free to share any tales that you
know and feel are important to contribute to the class. So far we have
found: “The Korean Cinderella”, “The Green Frogs” (Korea) “A
Cinderella Story From China”, “The Lizard and The Sun” (Mexico), “One
Grain of Rice” (India). As we explore each country we will talk about
differences and similarities among folktales.

Parent Workshop: April 7th, @ 5:30
Deborah Hirschland Fine will be back for the second part of the parent
workshop series: “Parenting with Love and Limits”. We had an
amazing turnout for the first part and are looking forward to a
continuation of the discussions and questions you may have since the
last gathering in March with Deborah Hirschland, MSW
(Don’t forget that childcare is available in our classroom, and
dinner provided for all).

Storytelling with Yumi
April 16th at 10:30
Yumi Izuyama, will be visiting our classroom to share folktales. She
tells folktales using a traditional storytelling form called “Kamishibai”,
a kind of paper theatre where she shows pictures of scenes that go
along with the story she is telling. Yumi will also do an arts and crafts
activity with the students afterwards.
Parents are welcome to come and enjoy the stories with us.

Dentist visit: April 25th at 10:00
Every year we have a visit from the Cambridge Public Health
Department to offer dental screenings for your child.
A dentist or a dental hygienist will provide a brief, non-threatening
examination of your child’s mouth. She will use a small mouth mirror.
NO OTHER DENTAL TOOLS OR X-RAYS WILL BE USED. The dental
staff will wear non-latex gloves and masks. The program manager will
send a report on your child’s dental health home to you.
If your child needs dental treatment, you will also receive information
about affordable dental care.
Please sign the permission slip whether you want your child to
participate or not.

Music with Philip
Tuesday, April 29th is our last visit from Philip. The children have
learned so many new songs, and used a variety of instruments when
Philip has visited us throughout the school year. We will miss him!

Earth Day
Earth Day 2014is arriving very soon, 4/22/14, and the children will be
participating in a variety of activities within our neighborhood. We are
going to remove the dead tree outside of our classroom and plant a new
one with our fundraising money. We will keep you updated.

Pinocchio: A New Musical
Thursday, May 1st
We are scheduling a field trip to the Berklee Performance Center in
Boston on 5/1/14 to see “Pinocchio: A New Musical”. A school bus will
be transporting us to and from the performance.
Because the bus is big, we will be able to have parents join us. There is
no cost for the children, but if you would like to attend the cost is
$5.00. Further information and a permission form will follow.

Spring Preschool
Performance/Fundraiser
Tuesday, May 6th
The children are preparing for the yearly “Morse Preschool
Performance/Fundraiser”. They will be re-telling and acting out
their favorite nursery rhymes and singing songs. The children have
re-written the stories in their own words, and are making their
own costumes. The evening will begin with a dinner in the cafeteria
at 5:15. At 6:00 we will begin the performance in the auditorium.
Bring your cameras because it will be a night to remember.
The fundraising aspect of the evening was established to raise
money from family donations to the program. The money that is
raised is used to provide enrichment activities for the children.
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!!!

HAPPY SPRING

REMINDER

NO SCHOOL
MONDAY, APRIL 21ST
PATRIOTS DAY

